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Singapore's 12 most influential business professors under 40
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6. Jason Davis, 38

Associate Professor of Entrepreneurship, INSEAD

Jason’s research and teaching has received many accolades from the academic

community, and has had a large impact
on managerial practice. After winning
the Academy of Management’s top
dissertation award, Jason went on to
win many best paper awards in the
areas of Strategy, Organizations,
Innovation, and Economic Sociology.

Recently, Jason was honored with the
top award for emerging scholars in
Technology Innovation Management
from the Academy of Management.
Jason’s ideas about how companies
innovate collaboratively – including
original ideas about best practices like
rotating leadership, ecosystem
synchrony, and the simple rules for
flexible adaptation – have garnered the
attention of many high-technology
companies after being featured in
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companies after being featured in
popular press outlets like Technology
Review, Huffington Post, The Atlantic,
and Forbes. Jason has consulted,
advised, or spoken about his research
at multiple high-tech companies
including Intel, Microsoft, Cisco, Google, Broadcom, ESI, and Tesla Motors.

Jason is currently engaged with many startup companies who are producing mobile
applications for the Apple-iPhone and Google-Android platforms.
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Singapore’s 8 hotels coming your way next
year

A total of 3,458 hotel rooms will
soon be available.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
8 Sep 2014 | 19821 views

 Singapore’s 8 hot new restaurants in
August

Get a taste of an aromatic broken
rice dish without MSG.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
4 Sep 2014 | 11406 views

Have you been to The Providore
Warehouse yet?

Check out some photos inside.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
1 Sep 2014 | 10368 views

 Check out General Motors’ new HQ in
Singapore

A ‘hot desks’ rule is implemented
in the new office.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
3 Oct 2014 | 10256 views

Awesome workplace at 501: How's having
a meeting while cuddling a teddy bear?

Also check artistically designed in-
house locations for video shoots.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
6 Aug 2014 | 9921 views

 Singapore’s 10 favorite meals on wheels
You better cut the pizza: An Italian
dish bagged the number 1 spot.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
17 Oct 2014 | 6465 views

Have spare time before boarding? Dine in
at Old Chang Kee’s first Changi Airport
outlet

The new outlet’s construction cost
more than half a million dollars.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
11 Sep 2014 | 5553 views

 5 craziest things you can't imagine
founders would do to make their startup
successful

Will you jump out of the plane
flying at over 15K ft  just to catch a
potential client?
by KRISANA GALLEZO
3 Sep 2014 | 5298 views

Three best buddies in their 30s set up 6
Prawns and a Beer

Here’s a new food hub at Bukit
Timah to enjoy a well-loved
seafood with beer.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
12 Aug 2014 | 4432 views

 The wait is over: Japanese restaurant chain
ON-YASAI finally hits Singapore

10 to 15 more outlets coming over
the next 5 years.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
28 Aug 2014 | 4378 views

Get ready to work and play at Spotify’s

regional office
All the furniture except the bean
bags were imported from Sweden.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
23 Sep 2014 | 4340 views

 Opera Estate welcomes a little bar simply

called ‘Slake’
It wants to be your living/dining
room outside of home.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
25 Sep 2014 | 3668 views

These NUS students boldly suggest
removal of Malaysian Airlines' CEO to
survive

That's just one part of the
strategy.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
16 Sep 2014 | 3038 views

 No boys allowed: Here’s a coworking space
designed for women only

The office space can be
transformed to a large event
venue for social nights.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
14 Aug 2014 | 3015 views

Will you take up the challenge to live on $5
a day and share the experience?

This campaign already generated
over 8,000 followers on
Facebook.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
23 Sep 2014 | 2496 views

 Could this be the most intelligent
phonebook app yet?

It’s self-updating and removes
duplicates for worry-free contacts
storage.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
29 Sep 2014 | 2485 views

Worry about your loved ones’ whereabouts
no more

Folr introduces a real-time geo-
location tracking mobile app that
also details where they were.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
5 Sep 2014 | 2483 views

 Arete Culture opens first store in Lam Soon
Building

It's a one-stop shop for your quirky
interior decors.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
24 Sep 2014 | 2478 views

Have money but don’t know what to do?
Call DrWealth

It creates Asia’s first online
financial planning platform for the
masses.

 Orchard Gateway welcomes the second
outlet of Outback Steakhouse

The store construction costs
US$1.5million.
by KRISANA GALLEZO

Singapore’s 30 largest real estate agencies 2014
1123 views
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21 Aug 2014 | 1918 views

Noël Caleb Concept Store opens
September 29

It targets women wanting to wear
designs not found anywhere in the
world.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
10 Sep 2014 | 1766 views

 Want to know a ‘smart’ way to have your
clothes washed?

My Laundry Box introduces a
smart laundry locker platform that
works with an app.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
17 Oct 2014 | 1624 views

Check out the colorful AkzoNobel House
designed through Dulux and automotive
paints

Its color and vibrance is inspired
by ‘architecturally interesting’ Arab
Street.
by KRISANA GALLEZO

28 Aug 2014 | 1443 views

 Take a sneak peek at Manchester Business
School's new Singapore centre

Check out its fabulous interior
design with touch of purple.
by KRISANA GALLEZO
30 Jul 2014 | 1136 views
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